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A Digital 1.6 pJ/bit Chip Identification Circuit
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Abstract—A 128-bit, 1.6 pJ/bit, 96% stable chip ID generation
circuit utilizing process variations is designed in a 0.13 m CMOS
process. The circuit consumes 162 nW from a 1 V supply at low
readout frequencies and 1.6 W at 1 Mb/s. Cross-coupled logic
gates were employed to simultaneously generate, amplify, and digitize the random circuit offset to create a stable unique digital chip
ID code. A thorough statistical analysis is presented in order to
explore the ID circuit reliability and stability. Two ID generators
with different layout techniques were designed and fabricated to
provide a performance comparison of power consumption, ID stability, and ID statistical robustness.
Index Terms—Chip identification, low-power digital electronics,
mismatch, process variations, RFID, sensor networks.

I. INTRODUCTION
ANY integrated circuit applications require a unique
identification number (ID) on each die that can be read
anytime during the lifetime of the chip. A robust, read-only
ID is important for labeling RFID tags, addressing low power
wireless sensor nodes, integrated circuit process quality control,
tracking implantable electronic devices, and enabling secure
documentation. Traditional methods of writing addresses into
read only memories (ROM) involve post-fabrication external
programming, such as laser fuses or E-fuses. These technologies incur additional expense or process modifications.
Recently, Lofstrom et al. proposed the extraction of a unique
and repeatable identification number from random variable
mismatch [1], which led to new testing methodology capability,
including inexpensive identification of packaged die [2]. Published results in this area suggest that it is possible to extract a
unique fingerprint from each chip by comparing variations in
transistor current flow or digital path delay variations that exist
from die to die [1], [3]. This technique has the additional benefit
that an ID number based on process variations is difficult to
counterfeit, even if manufactured identically, since the physical
variations creating the ID are necessarily below the resolution
of the manufacturing equipment. Methods that utilize random
process variables must exhibit the following characteristics to
be useful in a production environment:
• The ID circuit must generate a digital output to form a
binary ID code.
• The ID code must be repeatable and reliable over supply,
temperature, aging and thermal noise.
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• The ID code length and stability must allow high probability of correct identification of each die.
• The ID circuit must exhibit low power consumption and
require no calibration.
In this work, we propose a new chip ID generating circuit
that relies on cross-coupled logic gate transistor offset voltages
to provide a robust 128-bit ID number. Utilizing the large gain
provided by positive feedback in a digital latch, we achieve significant improvements in readout speed and power consumption
over existing designs, allowing a minimum power consumption
of 162 nW at low clock rates and an energy-per-bit of 1.6 pJ/bit
at 1 Mb/s.
Section II of this paper describes the ID generating circuit
topology and system architecture. Section III presents a statistical analysis of the ID code reliability and stability. Possible solutions to some of the potential ID reliability problems are also
addressed in this section. Section IV describes circuit design
and layout techniques we employed, and explores the effects
of negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) and aging and
provides some possible solutions. Measurement results from experimental chips are presented in Section V, followed by concluding remarks in Section VI.
II. CIRCUIT TOPOLOGY
Each bit of the identification number is extracted by comvariation of two
paring the uncorrelated threshold voltage
different transistors (or sets of transistors). This offset voltage
must be amplified and digitized to create a digital ID. To make
the digitization circuit compact and efficient, a one bit quantization was chosen. Instead of using an explicit amplifier and comparator to process the offset voltage, we use positive feedback
to simultaneously generate the offset, amplify it, and perform a
one bit digitization. Each ID cell comprises a latch (comparator)
composed of cross-coupled logic gates, as shown in Fig. 1. Initially, both sides of the latch (nodes A and B) are pulled low. As
Reset is lowered, each latch evaluates to a state determined by
the mismatch of the comparator. This mechanism directly genand
corresponding to the
erates logic-level output bits at
input-referred mismatch polarity of the latch. The offset generator and processing circuitry consists of 10 small area transistors
and no passive components, allowing each ID cell to contain a
processing circuit, resulting in the simultaneous evaluation of
all 128-bit ID cells.
Unlike previous implementations, no offset-nulled comparator or low offset amplifier is needed to detect very small
mismatch voltage variations, allowing a reduction in the circuit complexity and power dissipation. Our approach relies
on the positive feedback inherent in the latch configuration,
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Fig. 1. Simplified ID generator schematic and layout of ID array with perimeter dummy cells.

III. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we develop the statistical analysis to investigate two concerns with this technique:
1) Since the chip ID is determined through a random process,
there is a finite probability of an ID collision between chips.
2) Each ID cell must detect a small (on the order of mV)
transistor offset in the presence of thermal (and other) noise
sources, resulting in a finite percentage of incorrect ID bits.
A. Hamming Distance

Fig. 2. Monte Carlo simulation of a 128-bit ID cell generator.

allowing large amplification of a zero-mean, high-variance
random variable. Fig. 2 shows a Monte Carlo simulation of the
128-bit ID cell array, yielding a random 128-bit ID with an
even distribution of logic “1”s and “0”s. As the Reset signal
is lowered, pMOS device M2 is turned on and immediately
begins to amplify the input to the comparator, which consists
of an offset voltage and device noise. Discrete sampling of
the ID cell mismatch and thermal noise thus occurs at low
voltages. ID cells that have larger mismatch evaluate faster and
are less susceptible to thermal noise than those with a smaller
mismatch.
The ID circuit architecture is similar to a 128-bit SRAM
array. The perimeter of the 8 16 ID cell array is surrounded
by 52 dummy ID cells to prevent edge-effects from corrupting
the ID statistics. Fig. 1 shows the complete layout of the ID
generating circuit. The ID generator circuit consists of a 128-bit
ID block, a row decoder and a readout circuit. All ID cells
evaluate simultaneously in one clock cycle. Through a row
decoder, one clock cycle is used to read out each of the 16 ID
words, requiring a total of 17 clock cycles to produce a 128-bit
ID.

The numerical Hamming distance is defined as the summation of the difference bits between any two identification numbers. When the number of ID bits is large, the Hamming distance between two chips should be, on average, half of the total
number of bits in the ID (64 in this case). The Hamming distance
between two ID numbers for the same chip measured on subsequent reads reflects the number of unstable bits. If the offset for
a particular latch is small relative to the thermal circuit noise, it
will exhibit unstable behavior. Even for a non-zero number of
unstable bits, it is possible for the user to positively identify the
die if a sufficient ID length is used [1].
B. ID Collision Probability
Unlike a post-fabrication programming method, the ID codes
in this work are assigned randomly. Thus, there will be a finite
possibility of ID code collision within a given number of chips,
even if all bits in the ID code are stable [4]. Modeling the ID
collision probability is important for investigating the robustness of this technique in a production environment. Consider
as the number of bits in an ID code, resulting in a total number
. The probability of ID collision beof available ID codes of
. The probability that the th
tween any two chips is then
fabricated chip ID would not collide with the existing
chips
can be shown as
(1)
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), the condition of misidentification can be represented as follows:

(4)
In general, the misidentification condition can be re-written as a
cumulative binomial distribution function, where is a particis the fraction of unstable bits:
ular Hamming distance and
(5)
Fig. 3. Probability of ID collision versus number of chips for a randomly assigned 128-bit chip ID.

Thus, the total probability of ID collision across
represented as

chips can be

The total probability of misidentification is the summation of
the product between the probability of each Hamming distance
and the misidentification chance at that particular Hamming distance. Since the ID length in this work is 128 bits, the possible
Hamming distance set would span 0 to 128.

(2)
This probability model assumes the number of chips
is
—a
smaller than the total number of available ID codes
reasonable assumption with a 128-bit ID length. The ID collision probability for a 128-bit ID code versus different number
is shown in Fig. 3. For
million chips,
of chips
neglecting any unstable or drifting ID cells, the probability of
ID collision is 3.67 e-22. This demonstrates that the use of randomly assigned ID codes is highly reliable since the ID collision
probability is vanishingly small.
C. Probability of Misidentification
The previous analysis assumed that all bits in the ID code
are stable. However, in reality, a finite number of unstable
bits exist in the ID codes since the process variation competes
directly with thermal noise during the evaluation process.
Analysis and measurements reveal that approximately 4% of
the ID bits will exhibit unstable behavior. These unstable bits
introduce a possibility of misidentification into the ID read and
mapping process. Assume that, at fabrication time, a database
is constructed of correct IDs obtained through multiple reads to
average out the effects of thermal noise. Now suppose there is a
chip whose correct ID code in the database is . The chip is
queried at a later time and produces a code . The Hamming
and
,
, represents the
distance between
number of unstable bits for chip . A misidentification will
occur if there exists a chip such that the Hamming distance
between
is smaller than or equal to the Hamming
due to the effect of the unstable bits
distance between
.
in
(3)
If we pessimistically assume that all unstable bits will always
evaluate in the worst possible case (that is,

(6)

Fig. 4(a) shows the probability of misidentification versus
number of chips for different unstable bit percentages. When
there exist more unstable bits in the ID codes, the probability
of misidentification increases significantly. Three methods
may be applied to reduce the influence of unstable bits on the
probability of correct identification: averaging multiple reads
to attenuate the effects of thermal noise, increasing the ID code
length, or increasing the signal-to-noise ratio of the circuit evaluation process by increasing the mismatch variance or reducing
the circuit thermal noise. Fig. 4(b) demonstrates the effects of
increasing the length of the ID code to reduce the probability
of misidentification (at the expense of increased chip area and
power dissipation). This analysis demonstrates that moving
from 128-bit ID to 256-bit ID reduces the misidentification
probability from 5.89 e-13 to 2.96 e-33 for a 4% unstable bit
percentage. We now discuss the circuit design techniques used
in this work.
IV. CIRCUIT DESIGN AND LAYOUT TECHNIQUES
Based on the architecture developed in Section II and the
statistical analysis in the previous section, the following goals
for the design of the ID cell is targeted: minimize area and
power dissipation, maximize readout speed, minimize systematic offsets, maximize random offsets, and minimize thermal
noise during ID cell evaluation.
The readout stability is impacted by the ID cell’s offset distribution and the thermal noise during evaluation. Theoretically,
the offset voltage distribution is a zero-mean Gaussian with a
variance much higher than the circuit noise. Since the ID cell
mismatch is the signal of interest, its magnitude must be higher
than the thermal noise of the amplifying transistors to allow a
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Fig. 4. (a) Probability of chip misidentification versus number of die. (b) Probability of chip misidentification as a function of ID length.

Fig. 6. Layout of a symmetric ID cell and a common-centroid ID cell.

Fig. 5. Measured ID cell mismatch distribution. The calculated RMS circuit
noise is annotated with the black zero-mean stripe.

stable ID bit. Minimum area transistor gates were used to maximize the random offset voltage [5]. A split supply on the test
chip allowed individual access to both sides of the ID cell, allowing individual measurement of the voltage offset. The measured ID cells offset along with a Gaussian fit is shown in Fig. 5.
of the offset voltage distribution is 1.4 mV and
The mean
is 25.6 mV. This offset is compared
the standard deviation
to the noise at the input of the ID cell during evaluation period.
This noise is dominated by thermal noise of transistors M1 and
M2 in Fig. 1. The noise voltage is a zero-mean random variable. Thus, those ID cells that have an offset voltage close to
zero (near the peak region of the offset voltage Gaussian distribution) are likely to exhibit unstable behavior. The measured
percentage of unstable bits is approximately 4%, corresponding
. This noise amplitude is
to an input noise of about 1.5
depicted in Fig. 5 as a black stripe region around the zero-offset
region.
To achieve a large Hamming distance between the chips,
the ID bits should be random and evenly distributed between
ones and zeros. For an even bit distribution, systematic offsets,
process gradients, and shadowing effects must be minimized,
which necessitates the use of analog layout techniques. However, unlike precision analog design, this system requires a high

random ID cell mismatch variation. Since this demands small
area transistors, the devices can be placed within a very close
proximity, allowing a large reduction in the effect of process
gradients. Low-offset analog amplifiers and comparators often
use a common-centroid layout technique to further minimize
these effects. Two ID arrays were designed using two different
layout techniques to perform a direct comparison. One uses a
fully symmetric unit cell layout [Fig. 6(a)] and the other uses
a common-centroid layout [Fig. 6(b)] which requires twice as
many minimum-sized transistors. Dummy cells were placed
around each array to prevent edge-effects. One would expect
the common-centroid layout to exhibit a better bit distribution
due to suppression of gradient effects at the expense of higher
active area and power dissipation. The area overhead for a
common-centroid layout ID block is approximately 68%.
Analysis from the previous sections reveals that the fidelity of
the chip ID measurement relies on a stable offset voltage, which
mismatch. However,
is dominated by the threshold voltage
due to long-term voltage stress to the circuit, the transistor
can shift over time. This
instability is known as negative bias
degradation
temperature instability (NBTI). Since the rate of
is not constant for every transistor, the output of the ID cell
could flip from its correct logic state to the opposite, resulting
in a reduction in the ID stability and reliability. To minimize the
impact of NBTI on the ID cell transistors, the supply to the core
ID cell circuit should be disabled between reads.
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Fig. 7. 0.13 m CMOS chip micrograph.

Fig. 9. Measured Hamming distance and unstable bits for both ID generators.

V. MEASURED RESULTS

Fig. 8. Measured and ideal Hamming distance for both ID generators.

Another potential problem that can decrease the ID reliability
is aging. Even though the power supply is enabled only during
readout, which would minimize the NBTI effects on the circuit, the mechanical stress due to aging and temperature cycling
can cause errors in the ID bits. Our experimental result from
accelerated aging testing is presented in Section V. One possible solution to this problem is increasing the ID code length.
From the probability of misidentification model in Section III
and Fig. 4(b), assuming a 128-bit ID code is used, 4% unstable
bits, and one billion chips, by increasing the ID code length from
128-bit to 256-bit, the ID generator circuit can tolerate an additional 4% of shifting bits due to aging while maintaining the
same probability of misidentification.

Both the symmetric and common-centroid ID generators
were fabricated in a 0.13 m CMOS process. A chip micrograph
is shown in Fig. 7. The decoder circuitry, readout circuit, and
output pad drivers are integrated and included in all reported
power consumption numbers. The active area of the 128-bit ID
m for the symmetric
array, including dummies, is
m for the larger common-centroid
layout and
array. Twenty chips were packaged, but one chip failure left 19
sample die. Table I shows the ID codes in hexadecimal format
for the symmetric and common-centroid arrays for all 19 chips.
Table II shows the measured Hamming distance between 19
chips for both symmetric array and common-centroid array,
demonstrating a unique and widely-spaced ID code for each
die. Fig. 8 shows the measured histogram of the Hamming
distance between all chips and a Gaussian curve fit to this
histogram. In addition, the theoretical ideal Hamming distance
distribution is plotted for comparison. For the 128-bit ID, the
mean Hamming distance for the common-centroid ID generator is 64.16 ( 0.80), while the symmetric layout shows 64.70
( 0.84) with a 95% confidence interval (CI). As anticipated,
the Hamming distance for the common-centroid layout is
slightly better than the symmetric layout due to the suppression
of process gradients. Both layouts are relatively free of gradient
effects since the spacing between the minimum-size transistors
is extremely small ( 4 m). The number of unstable bits
averaged over all 19 chips for the common-centroid layout
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TABLE I
CHIP ID CODES IN HEXADECIMAL FORMAT FOR BOTH ID GENERATORS

TABLE II
MEASURED NUMERICAL DISTANCE (HAMMING DISTANCE) OF THE ID CODES FOR ALL COMBINATIONS OF CHIPS FOR BOTH ID GENERATORS

is 4.84 ( 0.33) per chip (3.78% of the total number of ID
bits). The symmetric layout demonstrated an average of 3.89
( 0.27) unstable bits per chip. Fig. 9 plots the distance between
measured Hamming distance and the measured unstable bits.
The distance between these distributions is a measure of the
reliability of the ID code. Averaging multiple reads can easily
be performed to effectively reduce the thermal noise contribution and increase the ID stability (at the expense of increased

power dissipation and read-time). The environmental stability
of the ID circuit block was also explored. Fig. 10 shows the
ID stability over power supply, indicating the number of bits
from one chip that change for one read at each voltage level
from 900 mV to 1.2 V. Fig. 11 shows the ID stability over the
temperature range of 0 C to 80 C. One hundred reads were
averaged at 20 C as a reference ID to reduce the influence
of unstable bits. This temperature dependence is due to the
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Fig. 10. Measured supply dependency of chip ID.

Fig. 12. Averaged ID generator output showing spatial dependency.

Fig. 11. Measured temperature dependency of chip ID.
TABLE III
NUMBER OF SHIFTED BITS IN EACH SAMPLE CHIP AFTER THE ACCELERATED
AGING TEST FOR BOTH ID GENERATORS

Fig. 13. Averaged output of all ID columns showing gradient effects.

variation of transistor pairs offset voltage contribution. In order
to estimate the number of shifted bits due to aging, an accelerated aging test was performed through temperature cycling
on five sample packaged die. The die were subjected to 100
cycles of a 0 C to 100 C temperature sweep. Table III shows
the number of shifted bits after the accelerated aging test for
each sample chip. The average shifted bit for the symmetric
array is 0.8, and 1.8 for the common-centroid array. Fig. 12
shows the averaged output over 19 chips for each individual ID
cell. No noticeable spatial artifacts are present in either circuit,
indicating negligible systematic mismatch. Fig. 13 shows the
averaged outputs for each column for both ID generators with a
bounded 95% CI. The results show that averaged output of the
symmetric array tends to increase from the left to right column,
where the averaged output of common-centroid array shows
no spatial tendency. Across 19 chips, the common-centroid

array ID codes have 50.16% ( 1.98% for 95% CI) logic “1”
and 49.84% ( 1.98%) logic “0”, while the symmetric array ID
codes have 51.15% ( 1.99%) logic “1” and 48.85% ( 1.99%)
logic “0”. We analyzed the correlation between each ID bit and
its neighbor to investigate any coupling between cells. Table IV
shows the probability of the adjacent bit output with the 95%
CI, where the adjacent bit is defined as either the top, bottom,
left or right bit. This measurement was performed on each
individual cell across all 19 chips, and the measured results
show no significant correlation between the bit and the adjacent
bit for both ID generators.
Although the proposed cross-coupled logic gate ID generator
cells require analog-inspired layout techniques, they are fundamentally digital and exhibit no static power dissipation besides
subthreshold drain and gate leakage. The energy consumption
of both ID generators measured at 1 V over various throughputs is shown in Fig. 14. At low clock frequencies, the power
is dominated by static leakage currents (137 nW for the symmetric layout and 162 nW for the common-centroid layout).
Low readout power consumption is crucial for ultra-low power
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TABLE IV
PROBABILITY OF THE ADJACENT BIT OUTPUT FOR BOTH ID GENERATORS

TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS TO TRADITIONAL
TECHNOLOGY AND EXISTING WORKS

Fig. 14. Energy per bit (J/b) versus throughput (b/s). Below approximately
100 kb/s, static leakage dominates the power consumption.
TABLE V
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS BETWEEN SYMMETRIC ARRAY
AND COMMON-CENTROID ARRAY

based on an SRAM architecture, it scales well with technology
and supply voltages.
VI. CONCLUSION

read applications such as RFID tags. Above a critical bitrate
(approximately 100 kb/s) the dynamic power consumption begins to dominate. At a bitrate of 1 Mb/s, the symmetric latch
consumes 0.93 pJ/bit and the common-centroid latch consumes
1.6 pJ/bit. The simulated brief transient peak current for the
128-bit symmetric ID generator is approximately 5 mA during
evaluation of all the ID cells. To reduce this peak current, the
ID cells’ evaluation can be performed sequentially, significantly
reducing the simultaneous switching current without incurring
a power penalty. A comparison between the two layout techniques is shown in Table V. Table VI shows the comparison to
a traditional technique (E-fuse in the same process) and to similar existing works. Since the proposed ID generator is loosely

We have presented a 162 nW chip ID circuit based on process
variations. Each ID cell consists of a cross-coupled logic gate
that simultaneously generates a random offset, amplifies the
offset, and digitizes it, resulting in a stable ID bit. These cells
are tiled to create a compact 128-bit ID array. Layout and circuit design techniques were discussed. Our technique allows
the generation of a digital ID from a random offset distribution with small mean and high variance. Two different layout
techniques were fabricated on a 0.13 m process to demonstrate
the performance comparison. Based on their unique characteristics, the symmetric array may be more suitable for low power
and area limited applications, where the common-centroid array
may be more appropriate for high statistical precision applications. Our ID circuit improves the power efficiency by over an
order of magnitude relative to the existing state of the art. The
low power operation could enable identification of energy-constrained wireless sensor nodes and RFID tags. Efficient use of
power and area will be critical to enabling the next generation
of wireless sensor networks.
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